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ROGER WALSH is a psychiatrist on thefacultyofthe 
University of California Medical School a t  Irvine. 
During thelast few years  hehasbewntostudycertain 
Eastern and transpersonal psycholwie and discipline 
such as meditation, and these have resulted in repeated 
challenges to his belief system. More and more, he is 
appreciating how little he knowsand how much there is 
to learn through direct inner exploration of the mind 
and human natureand potential,and moreand more he 
is feeling that our collective survival may hinge on this 
i ~ p e  of lerming. 

Summary 

Barriera to research and publication appear to have resulted in a bias 
toward selective dissemination of predominantly negative information 
about the effeeta of psyehedelica However, it appears that significant - 
numbers of people feel that the pyehedelics have madepnitivemntribu- 
tions to their personal psychological growth. This article lplmmarize the 
experiences and conclusions of five individuals who appear to exhibit 
exceptional levels of psychological well-being and to meet Myllods 
criteria of self-aetualiration. and who are deeolv involved in a oavcholorri- - ~- 

cal orcomiousnessdiseipline.All five fel t thai  i o r p s y e h o l o ~ e & m a ~ r e  
individuals, the m~ehedelies. while not corurtitutin~ a oath to deeo ~~~- ~~~ 

awakeningby thekelves, muid facilitatepsychologicdealgro~h when used 
in the context of an ongoing discipline. ~ d ; a n t a g e  were said to includean 
opening to new realms of experience and belief, deeper understanding of 
deoth ~sycholomes. relimons. and consciausnew discioliner more rnoid ~. . -  - . ~. 
working throuph of pyehological barriera and insights that provided 
nuidina visions in subseuuent life Each of the five subjects remrted that 
k c h  experiences had played significant roles in either beginning or 
dee~ening  his or her own personal and orofessional mowth Problematic 
a r e L  included hedonism.~overetimatibn of the i&rtance of specific 
insiahts. an inadequate comitive framework for underatandina experi- 
en&. and the failure to undertake mental training to voluntarily unveil 
the capacities revealed. 

T h e r e  have probably been few areas in  psychology t h a t  have been 
~ubject to as m u c h  misinformation a n d  sensationalistic repor t ing  by the 
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media as psychedelic experiences. While p r e l i m i n w  clinical research 
suggested that they might have considerable research and clinical 
potential, the popular press preoccupied itself almost entirely with 
sensationalistic aceountsof dangers. This media treatment soon resulted 
in the cessation of almost all research and a biasat many levelsof society 
toward the dissemination of only negative reports (Clark. 1975; Grin- 
spoon & Bakalar, 1979. in press; Roberts. in press). 

However, in recent years there has been a deepening sense that 
psychedelic drugs have influenced the lives of individual users and 
society in general more than is usually acknowledged-sometimes 
subtly, sometimesdramatically, and notalwayanegatively (Grinspoon& 
Bakalar, in press). This hascertainly been my own conclusionafter nine 
years of psychiatric clinical and research work  For sixof these yearn. 1 
have been involved in research in areas such ss the nature of psychologi- 
cal well-being, humanistic and transpersonal psychology, non-Western 
psychologies and religions, and the  effects of meditation. In addition to 
research. I have undertaken a personal study of eome of the meditative 
and non-Western traditions and have thus had an opportunity of 
meeting, studying, and studyingwitha wide rangeof people in theseand 
related disciplines. 

From these contacts, an interesting pattern began to emerge. As I 
came to know these people closely, similar stories frequently began to . 
appear: namely, that although they rarely acknou,ledged it in public. 
many people had found that  psychedelics had played an important role 
in introducing them to and facilitating their passage through these 
disciplines. Indeed. this story became so familiar that i t  began todawn 
on me that there might well exist a widespread case of what the social 
scientists call 'plurality ignorance," asituation in which each individual 
thinks he orshe istheonlyonedoingaparticularthing, whereas, in point 
of fact, it is widespread. In this case, what seemed to be widely 
unrecognized was that large numbers of people appeared to have 
derived, a t  least from their own point of view, significant benefits from 
psychedelics, a situation markedly a t  variance with media acwunta of 
their devastating effects. 

This suspicion was deepened by  an encounter with the editor of a 
prominent psychiatric journal. In a review of various Western and non- 
Western psychologies, I reviewed thedataon psychedelics and concluded 
that there appeared to be evidence suggesting that in some eases. people 
might find them beneficial. The response from the editor was tn accept 
the paper provided I removed any reference to positive effects of 
psychedelics, since he felt that the journal could not afford to be 



-iated with such statements. I t  so happens that I am familiar with 
this particular editor's work and know that he is a relatively open- 

individual. One can only wonder, therefore, just how much 
chance of publication any poaitive statement might have in other places. 
~t appears that we have in our culture, in the scientific and professional 
literature as well as in the popular press. a bias toward reporting only 
the negstive effeets of psychedelics. 

H ~ W  can we get a more balanced pictureofthe effectsof psychedelics, 
especially when they are used for psychological exploration and growth? 
One approach suggested by Abraham Maslow (1971) but as yet appar- 
ently untried in the area of psychedelics is to ask those people who are  
exceptionsll~ healthy; to use them as bioassayers Maslow's technique 
was to identify thaw individuals who seemed most healthy to him, thcse 
individuals who seemed to be most fully actualizing their potential and 
whom he therefore Called self-aetualizers Maslow listed some thirteen 
characteristics of such people, such ss a deep involvement in work. 
having peak experiences. possessing a good sense of humor, and so on. 
Taken together, these characteristics point to an individual of exception- 
al psy~ho\ogical well-being, a p e m n  who might indeed make a n  
extremely valuable subject or biological assay for the effeets of psyche- 
delies on psychological health. 

This is the approach I intend to use here. While it has several 
advantages it is notwithout itsdrawbacks and limitations. Theconcepts 
and criteria of self-actualization are  by no means clear, they are  largely 
lacking in research data and support, and individuals may be chosen 
subjectively, with all the possible biases that thisentnils(Heath, in press: 
Walsh & Vaughan. 1980: Walsh Q Shapiro. in press). However, in the 
absence 01 gmd empirical tests of high-level well-being, we are  left  for 
the time being with the necessity of using subjective approaches.1 

During the last five years, my research in the areas o f the  nature of 
psy~h~1ogical well-being. transpersonal psychology, non-Western psy- 
chologies, and meditation has given me the opportunity to meet a 
number of remarkable people. These include avariety of mental health 
profeuiomls, advanced meditators, leachem, gurus, and holy people of 
both East and Wesf all of whom have devoted a large portion of their 
lives to mental training and psychological growth in one form or 
another. I have spent considerable time withsomeof them, interviewing 
and being interviewed, receiving instruction on various meditative 
practices, listening to their talks, and socializing. As might beexpected. 
there is e wide range of personalities and psychological maturity. 
However, within this sizable population there is a subgroup of five 
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people who seem to match Maslow's criteria, aresuccessful and eminent 
I in their disciplines, are  Westerners, and whom I have been able to 

interview in depth. 
This subgroup comprises four men and one woman, all within the 

mid-thirties to fifties age group. All of them have university d e g r e s ,  
three are  psychologists, and the other two a re  highly psychologically 
sophisticated. Four of them function as teachers, either inpsychologyor 
in one of the consciousness disciplines such as meditation or Buddhism. 
All of them have strong national reputations and mast have internation- 
al reputations, and all of them have published within their respective 
fields. I chose to include the criterion of professional eminence in order to 
ensure that the people were competent and could not be dismissed as 
irresponsible or dropouts. 

I t  was either impassible or inappropriate to test psychometrically 
three of the five subjects. However, two of the others were given 
Rorschach testa in another study (Brown & Engler. 1980) and displayed 
patterns consistent with those found to characterize advanced meditat- 
ors who have attained a t  least the early atages of enlightenment They 
and one of theother subjects might thus well be calledself-transcenders 
as well as, or instead of, self-actualizers in view of their ability toenter a 
va r ieo  of advanced meditative states a t  will, and because of Maslow's 
(1971) suggestion of self-transcendence as a level above self-actualiza- 
tion in the hierarchy of needs. 

Let us now turn to the experiences and conclusions of these subjeets 
with respect to the psychedelics. 

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

I t  is significant that each of these five people has had multiple 
psychedelic experiences. All five reported that the psychedelics had 
been important in their growth processes and that they continued to find 
them useful in the contextof their own ongoing disciplines On average. 
they continued to use psychedelics approximately one or two times per 
year, but all of them had had extended periods without any use 
whatsoever. 

For three subjects, the psychedelic experience was a key factor in 
their commencing their professional roles and their interest in the 
consciousness diseiplines. One of them received LSD for the first timeas 
part of a legitimate research experiment during the sixties, had a deep 
religious experience that affirmed and deepened previously dormant 



interest and values, and subsequently returned t o x h w l  to pursue these 
interests. 

As a brief aside, duringthelast few years1 havemetthree people who 
were subjects in research studies on LSD during the sixties. All three 
reported that the experience had had long-lasting and, in theiropinions. 
beneficial effects on their lives. I t  might therefore be valuable to 
perform a careful follow-up on subjects of these early studies to 
determine what long-term effects have resulted. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

Based on their personal experiences plus what they had learned from 
working with thousands of people involved in various psychological and 
consciousness disciplines, the five suggested the following general 
principles, advantages, and disadvantages of psychedelics. 

All agreed that psychedelics are  very powerful tmls and that, as with 
all tmls, the effects depend very much upon the person and the skill with 
which they are  used. They felt that there were many people whoshould 
not use psychedelics, especially anyone with significant psychological 
disturbance. However, they agreed that if psychedelics were used 
skillfully by mature individuals. they can indeed be very helpful 
psychological growth facilitators. Skillful use was seen as including an 
appropriate setting, preferably at  least initially in the company of a 
psychologically mature and psychedelicallyexperienced individual. An 
appropriate mental set and expectations were also seen as important. 
and it was felt that  a preceding period of quiet and meditation are  
important Most important of all, however, was thought to be a deep 
involvement in an ongoing psychological or ansciousness discipline 
aimed a t  deep mental training. 

POSSIBLE BENEFITS 

While it was emphasized that there was wide variabiliw both among 
individuals and from one experience to another, the following were 
mentioned as possible benefits that may be experienced. 

The first was the eimple recognition that there exist realms of 
experience, modes of self, and .states of conxiousness fa r  beyond the ken 
of our day-today experience o r  our traditional cultural and psychologi- 
cal models Theseexperiences were said to lend often toexpanded belief 



systems. Once it was recognized that there is more to the human 
potential and range of experience than is commonly known, then people 
were said to be less dogmatic and more open to as yet unexperienced or 
undreamed of realms of being.lndeed, onecommon report was that each 
experience tended Lo elicit a deeper realm and more expanded sense of 
consciousness and self, w that the previously expanded belief system 
continued to open and expand. 

For many people, including all fiveof the subjects mentioned here as  
well as many of their students, psychedelic experiences led to an 
increased interest in depth ps~chology, religion, spirituality, and con- 
sciousness, as well es related disciplines and practices such as  medita- 
tion. All subjects felt that their psychedelic experiences had enhanced 
their ability to understand various depth psychologies, religions, and 
consciousnw disciplines. In particular. the esoteric core of the great 
religions and spiritual traditions could be seen as road maps to higher 
s t a t e  of consciousness. and some of the m a t  profound material in these 
traditions became especially clear and meaningful during psychedelic 
sessions. Several of the subjects reported that they often put time aside 
during these -ions to listen to tapesof readings from theae traditions 
and that they found t h ~  periods particularly important and meaning- 
ful. Such pieces included Vmes on ihe Faith Mind by the third Zen 
patriarch, and Th Tibdan Book of the &eat Liberaia. This is 
compatible with the Eastern claim (Rajneesh. 1975) that 

Religion is a learning in which a bmic requirement is 
First change your conaeiouaness 

Most of the subjects felt that the psychedelic experience cwld 
sometimes provide a guidingvision that provided direction and meaning 
for one's life thereafter. Specifically mentioned were the experiences of 
self, of different states of wnsciousness, of intense affects such as love. 
compaaaion, or empathy, and the recognition of the possibility of, and 
need for, a highly trained mind. In three of the five cases, psychedelic 
experiences were instrumental in commencing -me type of mental 
training/discipline such as meditation. 

Three subjects mentioned another potential residual benefit The 
individual who has had a deep pcsitive insight may be able to recall that 
insight or perspective subsequently and use it toguide himself or herself 
through some situation in which the memory of that insight lends an 
additional useful perspective even though it is no longer directly 
available. 



There seemed to be unanimous agreement that under appropriate 
conditions, the psychedelics could facilitate the working through of 
psychological blocka. In some cases this apparently involved a process- 
ing of material that was already existent or could be worked on in an 
ordinary state of awareness. In other eases, it was felt that material that 
could not yet be accessed in an ordinary state could be brought into 
awareness and processed, in some cases, with dramatic transformations 
such as deatwrebirth experiences and alleviation of symptoms. Thishas 
also been observed frequently in clinical studies (Grof. 1975. 1980a. 
1980b). However. i t  should be noted that reviews of the therapeutic 
effects of psychedelics have been somewhat ambiguous. This may be 
because it is extremely difficult to detect experimentally significant 
effects of a single intervention. 

For some of the subjects. the occasional use of psychedelicl provided a 
continuously deepening marker of their progres ,  the psychological 
work they had done, and what was yet to come. No matter how much 
mental training and psychological exploration they had done, there 
always seemed to be further realms and dimensions of experience 
available that could be especially revealed by the psychedelicl. Typi- 
cally, with each major advance in their mental training, anew realm of 
psychedelic experience would open to them in a continuous expansion. 
Particularly likely to emerge were experiences that some months or 
years later would recur in the mntextof their mental trainingdiscipline. 
and sometimes after that would arise into awarenes  spontaneously 
during daily life. Every person felt that the mind was virtually infinite 
in its capability to create experience and that psychedelics and their 
mental discipline suggested that the range of experiences that occurred 
in daily living represented only a very small slice of a vast. perhaps 
unlimited, spectrum. 

TRAPS AND COMPLICATIONS 

Although the subjects reported little in the way of serious problems 
with the psychedelics, all five felt that. as with any powerful tool, there 
were a number of potential traps and complications associated with 
their use. In their view the major protection against such difficulties is 
the commitment to an ongoing discipline of mental training and the 
availability of an advanced teacher for consultation about both the 
psychedelic experiences and the discipline. Not one of the five subjects 



saw the psychedelicsas constituting in and of themselves a path that 
could permanently install deep levels of psychological-spiritual growth 
or true enlightenment. A similar statement was made by a reputedly 
enlightened Indian teacher. Neem Karoli Baba, after he  had tried LSD 
(Ram DW, 1974). 

Interestingly, thesubjectsdid not regardacute painful reactionssuch 
as anxiety attacks or fears of losing control as necessarily bad. Rather. 
they held that  all experiences could be used for learning and that, with 
appropriate expectations, previous work, and guidance, such reactions 
could lead to deep and valuable insights. This is contrary to the 
traditional psychiatric and emergency-rmm perspectives, which see 
such reactions as pathological and frequently requiring medication. 

Hedonism was mentioned in one form or another as one of the traps 
associated with psychedelics. Using these chemicals for trivial sensory 
stimulation was seen not as bad but as unskillful and unfulfilling.It was 
also noted thaLespecially withverypleasantexperiences, itwaspcssible 
to become attached to experiences and to mar  future trips by i n a p p m  
priate expectations and manipulative attempts to recreate previous 
experiences. 

Another t rap  was said to be the tendency to overestimate the 
profundity and long-term impactof some insights that  occasionally were 
mistaken for profound awakenings. This tendency was seen as decreas- 
ing with increased experience of either the psychedelics o r  a mental 
training discipline, since it was felt that  in-depth exploration of either 
would reveal a large number of meaningful experiences and insights. 
each one of which would eventually be seen to add a small piece to the 
gigantic jigsaw puzzle that  is the mind. 

An inadequate cognitive framework or context was also mentioned as 
a limitingfactor. Inafew cases,extremely deep insightsdidoccur under 
psychedelics, and a t  least two cases were reported in which it seemed 
that  there may have been transient enlightenment experiences. This 
occurred with one of the subjects, and it led to a prolonged period of 
confusion, which in turn was instrumental in leading to commencing 
meditation training. Thissubject subsequently experienced adeeplevel 
of enlightenment after several years of intensive practice, but this time 
found the experience understandable and clearly beneficial. 

One subject felt that the main disadvantageof psychedelics was that  
people tended to underestimate their own personal role in creating the 
resultant experiences. That is, he felt people sometimes failed to 
appreciate their own power and saw themselves as passive victims of 
drug effects rather than as active creators of their own experiences. 



One t rap thatwas mentioned for people withlimitedexperienceofthe 
psychedelies was the failure to appreciate the enormous range of 
potential experiences and the tendency to assume that all future sessions 
would be like the first A number of people have made pronouncements 
about the nature of psychedelic experiences after limited exposure and 
have thus failed to appreciate the extent of individual differences or of 
differences from one session to another in the same individual. Such an 
assumption also fails to do justice to the reports by both these subjects 
and others (see Cmf. 1976.1980a 1980b) that there occurs a gradually 
unfolding and deepening sequence of experiences with repeated expo- 
sure. 

The final t r ap  may be unique to the perspective of these particular 
subjects, but was regarded by them as perhaps the most serious. This is 
the failure to undertake some type of mental training to learn to unveil 
voluntarily, and ultimately to install permanently, a t  least some of the 
capacities revealed with the aid of psychedelics. This perspective 
reflects the nature of the five subjects. Remember that they were all 
involved in some form ~f psychological discipline, and that they saw the 
primary importance of the psychedelics in terms of their capability to 
facilitate this process. 

SUMMARY 

I have presented the proa and cons of psychedelies repoked by five of 
the healthiest individuals i t  has been my privilege to meet in the course 
of my research and personal investigations of various psychological and 
consciousness disciplines In these individuals the psychedelies played 
an important yet unpublicized role in their life orientations and 
professions and led them to explore and teach as deeply as they could 
concerning the nature of mind and psychological well-being. Taken in 
conjunction with the similar findings these people have noticed in their 
students and colleagues, and together with other reports (Masters & 
Houston. 1966; Krippner. 1980; Grinspoon & Bakalar. in press), it isclear 
that the psychedelica can have long-lasting and meaningful impact, by 
no means a lwws harmful. on some oeoole. While the five subiects . . 
discussed here do not see psychedelics by themselves as constituting a 
viable pathway toexceptional psychological well-being, they dosee them 
as potentially useful facilitators for some people engaged in mental 



training programs in psychological or consciousness disciplines. The 
experiences and t raps  a4sociated with psychedelics a re  not seen as 
unique, but rather as potentially ocurring in any mental training 
program, though usually less rapidly and intensely. Needless to say, the 
"apacity to handle and benefit from accelerated experience seems to 
depend on the psychological maturityoftheindividual and theskill with 
which the experience is used, and all five subjects tmk  it as self-evident 
that  the psychedelics should not be used indiscriminately, hut  rather 
should be respected as the powerful tmls tha t  they are. 

NOTE 

1. 1 have on occasion given Shmtrom'a Personal Orientation Inventcry(WI) 
to individuals 1 suswWI exhibited exceptional degreesoi paychol~cal  matur- 
ity,butiound that they feltreservationsaboutitsabili&totapwhatthey believed 
to becentrs~dime~ionsofwe~~-being.Theva~idi~ofthePOI asamearureoiseli- 
actualization is, as with 30 many ps~chornetric measurea l m  than fully certain 
( R i m  & Vinaeke. 1975). MY own suspicion is that it taps only slightly the 
t r a l l spe~na l  dimensions and experiences that the subjecta in this article 
reported experiencing. 
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